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One-third of all Neotropical forests are secondary forests that
regrow naturally after agricultural use through secondary succession. We need to understand better how and why succession
varies across environmental gradients and broad geographic
scales. Here, we analyze functional recovery using community
data on seven plant characteristics (traits) of 1,016 forest plots
from 30 chronosequence sites across the Neotropics. By analyzing
communities in terms of their traits, we enhance understanding of
the mechanisms of succession, assess ecosystem recovery, and use
these insights to propose successful forest restoration strategies.
Wet and dry forests diverged markedly for several traits that
increase growth rate in wet forests but come at the expense of
reduced drought tolerance, delay, or avoidance, which is important in seasonally dry forests. Dry and wet forests showed different successional pathways for several traits. In dry forests, species
turnover is driven by drought tolerance traits that are important
early in succession and in wet forests by shade tolerance traits
that are important later in succession. In both forests, deciduous
and compound-leaved trees decreased with forest age, probably
because microclimatic conditions became less hot and dry. Our
results suggest that climatic water availability drives functional
recovery by inﬂuencing the start and trajectory of succession,
resulting in a convergence of community trait values with forest
age when vegetation cover builds up. Within plots, the range in
functional trait values increased with age. Based on the observed
successional trait changes, we indicate the consequences for carbon and nutrient cycling and propose an ecologically sound strategy to improve forest restoration success.
tropical forest j secondary succession j functional traits j rainfall j
community assembly
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T

ropical forests are globally important for biodiversity conservation and carbon and water cycling but are converted at
an alarming rate for agricultural use and pastureland. After
agricultural abandonment, forests may regrow naturally
through secondary succession. These regrowing secondary forests comprise as much as a third of the Neotropical forest area
(1). To advance successional theory and to design successful
site-specific forest restoration strategies, it is essential to understand how secondary forests and their community assembly
vary across broad spatial scales (2). This knowledge is urgent,
given global commitments to reforest 3.5 million km2 by 2030
(3) for restoring biodiversity and site productivity and to capitalize on the climate change mitigation potential of regrowing
forests (1). Most of this restoration is likely to be achieved
through passive restoration by natural regrowth, but where
PNAS 2021 Vol. 118 No. 49 e2003405118

needed, it can be achieved through active restoration such as
tree planting (1, 4).
Although the study of succession and community assembly
has a long history (5, 6), it is difficult to synthesize results and
draw generalizations because biogeographically distinct areas
differ strikingly in species composition. Analyzing community
composition based on their species-specific traits allows to
quantitatively compare species using the same ecological
yardstick and synthesize data across continental scales. More
importantly, traits influence species performance and, hence,
community assembly and ecosystem processes (7). By analyzing
Signiﬁcance
Tropical forests disappear rapidly through deforestation but
also have the potential to regrow naturally through a process called secondary succession. To advance successional
theory, it is essential to understand how these secondary
forests and their assembly vary across broad spatial scales.
We do so by synthesizing continental-scale patterns in succession using a functional trait approach. We show that the
start and pathway of succession varies with climatic water
availability. In dry forests, succession is driven by drought
tolerance traits and in wet forests by shade tolerance traits.
Based on these successional principles, we propose an ecologically sound strategy to improve active forest restoration.
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communities in terms of their functional traits, we can gain a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms of succession and
recovery of ecosystem functions over time.
Community assembly is driven by a hierarchical set of drivers
that operate from a broad regional scale (e.g., climate and soil
that determine resource availability) to the landscape scale
(e.g., surrounding forest cover that determines seed availability)
to the local scale (e.g., previous land use intensity and current
forest use that leave legacies in the vegetation and soils) (8). At
the local scale, light availability declines as succession proceeds,
whereas changes in water and nutrient resources are more variable (9). Successional change is thought to be partly governed
by a trade-off between resource acquisition and conservation
across species (10, 11) in which early succession favors species
with traits for fast resource acquisition, and later succession
favors species with traits for resource conservation. Forest successional theory predicts therefore that light-demanding early
successional species geared toward resource acquisition and
growth (i.e., acquisitive species) are replaced by shade-tolerant
late successional species geared toward resource conservation
and persistence (i.e., conservative species) (7, 10, 12). However,
successional pathways may vary across large-scale environmental gradients depending on the traits of the regional species
pool and how biotic and abiotic conditions change during succession (13). Across lowland tropical forests, rainfall and soil
fertility are thought to be the two most important gradients
shaping forest composition and functioning (14). At the start of
succession, dry and wet forests differ markedly in macroclimate,
drought, and heat stress (15), which may select for species with
different trait values. Later in succession, however, environmental conditions in the understory of dry and wet forests
become more similar (shaded, cooler, and humid) (16), which
may select for regenerating tree species with similar trait values
(13). In a recent Neotropical-wide analysis, Poorter et al. (17)
found that in wet forests, community average wood density
(WD) values indeed proceeded from soft-wooded, fast-growing
acquisitive species early in succession toward hard-wooded,
slow-growing conservative species later in succession. However,
in dry forests, succession proceeded from high to low WD (i.e.,
conservative to acquisitive trait values), probably because early
in succession, harsh climatic conditions and strong edaphic and
atmospheric drought select for dense-wooded species with high
cavitation resistance, whereas later in succession, more benign,
cool, and humid understory conditions allow for the establishment of soft-wooded species with lower cavitation resistance.
Combined, these processes led to dry and wet forests having
increasingly similar WD values (i.e., “convergence”) over time.
The question remains whether these findings for a stem trait
can be extended to leaf traits, as stem and leaves fulfill different
functions, have different longevity, and may be part of different
trait syndromes (18). Stems are important for biomechanical
and hydraulic support and might therefore be under stronger
selection by soil water status and wind, whereas leaves are
important for gas and heat exchange and carbon gain and may
therefore be under stronger selection of irradiance and atmospheric drought (i.e., high vapor pressure deficit). Stems are
long-lived and cannot be replaced, which may imply that they
are exposed to stronger selection filters, whereas leaves are
short lived and can be easily replaced, which may imply that
they are under weaker selection filters and may show a larger
variety of strategies. Finally, it is unclear whether stem and
leaves are part of the same trait syndrome, as some studies
show that stem and leaf traits are strongly associated (19),
whereas others show that they can vary independently (18).
In addition to macroclimate, the landscape context and previous land use can also affect community assembly in which
increased land use intensity and landscape fragmentation lead to
shorter statured communities with smaller seeds and conservative
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trait values in the Sahel (20). In contrast, land use intensity led to
more acquisitive trait values in the Brazilian Caatinga (21).
During succession, communities not only show a shift in
average trait values but also in the range of trait values. In general, the trait range may be narrow early in succession because
of strong environmental filtering, whereas later in succession,
the trait range may increase (22) because of an accumulation of
new species with different trait values, the persistence of longlived pioneers with early successional trait values during succession, and competitive interactions that favor limiting similarity
and, hence, trait divergence of cooccurring species (23). Thus
far, it is not clear how dry and wet forests differ in trait variation during succession. Trait variation at the start of succession
may be smaller for dry compared to wet forests due to stronger
environmental filtering as a result of harsher climatic conditions. Trait variation may increase more rapidly during succession for wet compared to dry forests as a result of a more rapid
increase in species richness and because of a taller forest with
longer and steeper environmental gradients, offering a wider
range of potential niches (13).
To date, no study has evaluated functional recovery and
underlying environmental drivers for a suite of leaf traits in a
systematic way across broad geographic scales. Here, we assess
how community trait means and variation recover during
succession and how this functional recovery is predicted by
variation in rainfall, soil fertility, surrounding forest cover, and
previous land use. Across these broad geographic scales, macroclimate is probably the strongest predictor of community
assembly and therefore the main focus of our hypotheses. We
hypothesize that 1) dry and wet forests show contrasting successional pathways with initial large trait differences between dry
and wet forests because of different abiotic conditions at the
start of succession and convergence of trait values over time
because abiotic and biotic conditions become more similar, and
2) trait variation within a patch increases during succession,
more strongly in wet compared to dry forests, because over
time more species with different trait values arrive.
Methods
We analyze functional recovery at a broad spatial scale using original data
from 30 sites, 1,016 plots, and >127 thousand trees, covering most of the latitudinal, climatic, and soil fertility gradients in the lowland Neotropics (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S1). Ideally, succession is monitored over time, but
this has been done for only very few sites and for a rather short period (up to
20 y maximum). To provide a long-term perspective on succession, we use
chronosequences in which plots that differ in time since agricultural abandonment (1 up to 100 y) are compared. We focus on seven traits related to
resource use and adaptations to abiotic conditions: leaf deciduousness ((brevi)deciduous versus evergreen species), leaf compoundness (compound versus
simple leaves), leaf size (LS), speciﬁc leaf area (SLA; leaf area per unit leaf
mass), leaf nitrogen concentration (LNC), and nitrogen-ﬁxing ability (NF).
These are important traits that shape plant responses to the environment (SI
Appendix, Table S2) and also impact the recovery of forest ecosystem functions such as carbon, water, and nutrient cycling. We also included WD to evaluate whether leaf traits show similar successional pathways as this stem trait.
For each plot, community trait averages (the community-weighted mean;
CWM) and trait variation (the trait range, calculated as the trait value of the
90th percentile minus the trait value of the 10th percentile) were calculated
based on the trait values and weighted by the basal area of the species in a
plot. For each site, functional recovery was analyzed by regressing community
trait values against ln(forest age). In addition, we used linear mixed models to
assess how CWM trait values and trait ranges were affected by a core model
consisting of age, climatic water availability (CWA), and their interaction and
potentially by soil cation exchange capacity (CEC; an indicator of soil fertility),
surrounding forest cover, previous land use (agriculture versus pastures), and
their interactions with forest age.

Results
Across all plots, all CWM traits except deciduousness showed a
funnel-shaped relationship with time (as evidenced by quantile
Poorter et al.
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10th percentile
Trait
WD
SLA
LS
LNC
Deciduousness
Compoundness
Nitrogen ﬁxation

90th percentile

Intercept

Slope

Intercept

Slope

Funnel

0.434
93.889
1.646
1.560
0.012
0.135
0.000

0.025
0.240
0.054
0.019
0.004
0.052
0.000

0.773
193.120
2.516
2.912
1.000
0.961
0.612

0.007
12.021
0.010
0.061
0.000
0.030
0.110

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
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Intercepts and slopes are shown. Signiﬁcant parameters are shown in
bold. Traits are considered to have a funnel shape (Y = yes, N = no) if both
slopes have a signiﬁcant but opposite sign or if one of the slopes is
signiﬁcantly positive or negative, and the other slope does not statistically
differ from 0. Please note that LS has a diverging funnel shape, whereas
the other traits have a converging funnel.

regressions; Table 1), with wide variation between sites and
plots for trait CWM at the start of succession and smaller trait
variation later in succession (Fig. 1). Only LS showed a
reversed funnel with time. These funnel-shaped relationships
were partly caused by site-specific differences in the start (i.e.,
at 5 y, when an initial vegetation has developed) and the trajectory (i.e., slope) of succession. Predicted CWM traits at 5 y varied strongly across sites; WD varied 3.1-fold (from 0.37 to 1.14
g  cm3), leaf deciduousness varied from 0 to 100%, compoundness from 7 to 100%, LS varied 74-fold (5.7 to 421 cm2),
SLA 3.7-fold (56 to 206 cm2  g1), LNC 2.7-fold (1.5 to 3.9%),
and the proportion of NF trees varied from 0.02 to 1.
Linear mixed models showed that all CWM trait values but
SLA and LNC were significantly affected by CWA (Fig. 2); wetter sites had significantly larger LS, a lower WD, and a lower
proportion of deciduous, compound, and NF trees than drier
sites (Figs. 1 and 2).
Model prediction lines showed that the direction and slope of
successional change in CWM trait values varied strongly across
sites, showing both positive, flat, and negative relationships (Fig.
1). The linear mixed model indicated that for four traits (NF,
WD, LS, and LNC), successional changes were predicted by
CWA; there was a significant interaction between age and climatic water availability (Fig. 2). These interactions are visualized
as model prediction lines for dry (orange line) and wet (blue
line) forests in Fig. 1, Insets. Dry and wet forests showed opposite
successional patterns for the proportion of NF trees, whereas dry
forests showed a decrease over time and wet forests an increase
(Fig. 1G and Table 2). Dry and wet forests showed contrasting
successional patterns for WD, LS, and LNC in which one forest
type showed successional change and the other not. WD and LS
increased over time in wet forest but remained constant in dry
forest (Fig. 1 A and C), whereas LNC decreased over time in dry
forest but remained constant in wet forest (Fig. 1D). There was
no significant interaction between age and climatic water availability for SLA, although for some individual dry forests, the
SLA significantly increased over time, and for some wet forests,
SLA significantly decreased over time (Fig. 1B and Table 2). As a
result, the values of all these 5 traits converged over time, and
dry and wet forests became more similar in their functional characteristics (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Dry and wet forests showed similar successional patterns for the proportion of deciduous trees
and compound-leaved trees, that decreased over time, independent of CWA (Figs. 1 E and G and 2).
CEC did not significantly affect any of the CWM trait values
or successional changes therein (Fig. 2). Sites with a higher surrounding forest cover tended to have larger leaves (Fig. 2C)
Poorter et al.
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and a narrower WD range (Fig. 3A), although this was not significant. Previous land use had only a significant effect on wood
density; forests regenerating on abandoned agricultural fields
had lower wood densities than pastures but a stronger successional increase in WD over time (Fig. 2).
For all four continuous traits (WD, SLA, LS, and leaf nitrogen), the range in trait values per plot increased over time
(Figs. 3 and 4). Only for WD range was there a significant
interaction between age and climatic water availability, indicating that the WD range per plot increases more rapidly over
time for wet forests than for dry forests (Fig. 4).
When CWM trait values were calculated by weighing by the
abundance of the species, more frequently significant site relationships with time were found (40% of the cases, SI Appendix,
Table S3) compared to weighing by basal area (30% of the
cases, Table 2).
Discussion
Community Traits Are Strongly Linked to Macroclimate. At the
start and during most part of succession, community mean trait
values varied widely across sites, and this variation was associated with climatic water availability, whereas soil fertility was not
selected as an explanatory variable in our model, although other
not measured soil variables may be important (Fig. 2). Dry forests are characterized by harsh, hot, and dry conditions with low
soil water potentials and high vapor deficits, and these conditions are even further exacerbated during the dry season and in
open fields early in succession (16). Dry forest trees use a suite
of strategies to avoid, delay, or tolerate drought. First, dry forest
trees may avoid dry-season drought stress by having a deciduous
leaf habit (Fig. 1E), and some species may store water in softwooded stems (24). Although average CWM WD tends to be
rather high early in dry forest succession, the range in WD is
also large, indicating that soft-wooded species are present (Fig.
4A). Second, dry forest trees may delay drought stress by reducing heat load and transpirational water loss by having 1) compound (bi)pinnate leaves (Fig. 1F) with heliotropic leaflets that
may close at high irradiance, 2) small leaves and leaflets (Fig.
1C) that have a thin boundary layer which facilitates convective
heat loss and reduces the need for transpirational cooling (25),
3) low SLA leaves (although nonsignificant in our study, Fig.
1B) that have a low surface to volume ratio that reduces evaporational water loss, and 4) a somewhat higher LNC (Fig. 1D)
and, hence, Rubisco concentration, which draws down the internal CO2 concentration, creates a steeper CO2 diffusion gradient
with the outer atmosphere and leads to higher CO2 influx, and
requires therefore a lower stomatal aperture, resulting in less
transpirational water loss (26). Third, dry forest trees may physiologically tolerate drought stress by having a high stemwood
density (Fig. 1A), which is associated with narrow vessels and
narrow pit pores, that are less vulnerable to drought-induced
cavitation, impairment of water transport, and desiccation (27,
28). NF species dominate in dry forests, especially early in succession (Fig. 1G, cf. ref. 29), probably because nitrogen fixation
allows them to have high LNCs and a deciduous leaf habit, as
they can easily replace nitrogen losses from shed leaves (29).
Nitrogen fixation and leaf replacement are energetically costly
processes that are more easily done in high light environments
(30). Perhaps this need for high light conditions explains why
NF species (of which nearly all belong to the Fabaceae) are so
successful in dry forests (Fig. 1G) that have a relative open canopy and more light in the lower forest strata and especially early
in succession when light availability is still high (16).
In sum, dry and wet forests have a different suite of trait values, whereas dry forests have a trait value that increase drought
avoidance (deciduousness), drought delay (high NF and LNC,
compound leaves, small LS, and low SLA) or drought tolerance
PNAS j 3 of 12
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Table 1. Results of a quantile regression on the 10th percentile
and 90th percentile of the CWM trait values against ln(forest
age)

1.0

Wood density (g cm−3)

A, W, A*W

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.8

B

250
200
150

250

0

50

100

0.6

0.4

Specific leaf area (cm2 g−1)

A

100
50
0

200

50

100

150

100

0.2
50
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

Log10 leaf size (cm2)

3.5

3.0

W, A*W

D

4

A*W

3

4

2
1
0

50

100

2.5

2.0

Leaf N (% dry mass)

C

0

50

100

3

2

1.5
1
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

cwm deciduousness

1.0

0.8

A, W
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0.8
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0.4
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0.0

1.0
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0.4

0.2
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W

0
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0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

G

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

1.0

Proportion BA N fixers

F
cwm compoundness

E

0.8

A, W, A*W

0

20
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100

Age (yr)

0

50

100

0.6

0.4

Dry deciduous forest

0.2
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Wet evergreen forest
0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Age (yr)

Fig. 1. Recovery of CWM functional trait values with time since abandonment. CWM trait values were calculated by weighting by basal area. (A) WD, (B)
SLA, (C) LS, (D) LNC, (E) deciduousness, (F) compoundness, and (G) proportion NF trees. Each line represents the model prediction for a different chronosequence. Other predictors were kept constant at the mean. Lines and dots are color-coded according to the forest type as dry deciduous forest (orange)
and wet evergreen forest (blue). Dots indicate individual plots. (Insets) Model predictions of an “average” dry deciduous forest CWA = 700 mm/y) and
an “average” wet evergreen forest (CWA = 250 mm/y) based on the ﬁxed effects only. Letters in Inset charts indicate whether forest age since abandonment (A), CWA (W), and their interaction (A*W) are signiﬁcant.
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Wood density
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D
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Forest cover
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E
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0.0

0.1

0.2

N fixation

F

G

Climatic water availability
Age*climatic water availability
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Forest cover
Land use (SA − PA)
Land use (SA&PA − PA)
−0.2 −0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

−0.2

0.0

0.2

−0.2

−0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

Fig. 2. Effects of a core model (forest age, CWA, the interaction between CWA and forest age) and the potential effects of forest cover, previous land
use type, CEC, and their interactions with forest age on CWM trait recovery in Neotropical secondary forests. (A) WD, (B) SLA, (C) LS, (D) LNC, (E) compoundness, (F) deciduousness, and (G) proportion NF trees (N ﬁxation). Forest cover, previous land use type, and CEC are only included and shown when
they are part of the best model. Standardized coefﬁcients with 95% CIs are shown. Note that predictor variables were standardized but the response
variables not, which explains why, for example, for SLA effect, sizes are larger. Black symbols indicate signiﬁcant responses, and gray symbols indicate
nonsigniﬁcant responses. Negative coefﬁcients indicate a negative effect, and positive coefﬁcients indicate a positive effect. Effect sizes of land use type
comparisons are not directly comparable with those of the other predictors because they are dummy variables. We used PA as a reference. SC, shifting
cultivation; SC and PA, some plots shifting cultivation and some plots PA. CEC was not included in any of the best models and therefore not shown.

(high WD), which is important in dry environments. These trait
values come, however, at the expense of fast growth, which is
especially important in wet environments, and wet forests have
therefore more acquisitive trait values.
Successional Changes in Community Traits. We hypothesized that
wet and dry forests would show different successional pathways
in functional composition because they differ in the traits of the

Table 2.

regional species pool and in (a)biotic conditions at the start of
succession, whereas those conditions become more similar over
time. Different successional pathways (i.e., a significant interaction between age and CWA) were indeed found for four out of
seven traits; NF, LNC, WD, and LS (Figs. 1 and 2).
NF. Opposite successional patterns were found for nitrogen fixers.
In dry forests, the proportion of NF (Fabaceae) trees decreased
over time, probably because these drought- and heat-adapted

Successional responses in basal area–weighted CWM trait properties
Dry
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Trait
WD
Deciduousness
Compoundness
LS
SLA
LNC
Percent Fabaceae
All traits combined

Wet

All



+

Sign

N



+

Sign

N



+

Sign

N

(%)

(%)

(%)

(#)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(#)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(#)

18
27
36
25
18
29
45

9
9
9
13
36
0
0

27
36
45
38
55
29
45
40

11
11
11
8
11
7
11

0
22
6
0
26
16
5

21
0
11
25
11
5
21

21
22
17
25
37
21
26
24

19
18
18
8
19
19
19

7
24
17
13
23
19
20

17
3
10
19
20
4
13

23
28
28
31
43
23
33
30

30
29
29
16
30
26
30

For two forest types and seven functional traits, it is shown for how many chronosequences the regression slope of CWM trait values against ln(time) is
signiﬁcantly negative (), positive (+), or signiﬁcant (sign) (independent of the direction). The frequency of signiﬁcance is presented as a percentage of the
number of chronosequences evaluated. Dry forests are here deﬁned as a forest with a dry deciduous canopy and wet forest as forests with an evergreen
canopy. Also, the values for dry and wet forests combined (all) are shown. The number of chronosequences evaluated can vary with the trait considered.
Bolded cells indicate for each trait the most common successional pathway in each forest type.
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Fig. 3. Effects of a core model (stand age, CWA, and the interaction between CWA and stand age) and the potential effects of forest cover, previous
land use and CEC on recovery of within-plot trait range in Neotropical secondary forests. (A) WD, (B) SLA, (C) LS, and (D) LNC. The range is calculated per
plot as the trait value of the 90th percentile minus the trait value of the 10th percentile of basal area–weighted trait values in a plot. For further explanations, refer to the legend of Fig. 2.

species are replaced by more shade-tolerant species when microclimatic conditions become more benign (29). In wet forests, the
proportion of NF trees slightly increased over time, for which we
do not have a clear explanation. The ability to fix nitrogen should
especially be advantageous in early successional, nutrient-poor
soils in which repeated burning and cultivation has led to
increased volatilization and nutrient leaching (30). Hence, we
expected in wet forest the proportion of N fixers to be higher
early in succession. Because symbiotic nitrogen fixation is an
energetically costly process, we also had expected that nitrogen
fixers would lose their competitive advantage over time, especially
in wet forests that become rapidly shaded and would therefore
decrease in relative abundance. NF trees are on the other hand
very plastic, and they can down-regulate their nitrogen fixation
rates in shaded conditions when carbon becomes a limiting
resource (30).
Contrasting successional patterns were found for LNC, WD,
and LS in which one forest type showed successional changes
and the other not.
LNC. In dry forests, successional patterns in LNC paralleled the
successional patterns in nitrogen fixation, as both declined over
time (Fig. 1 D and F). LNC can be high early in succession
because nitrogen fixers comprise over half of the basal area.
Nitrogen fixers have high LNCs that increase photosynthetic
water use efficiency, which should especially be advantageous
in (early successional) dry environments (26).
WD. Community WD increased over time in wet forests in line
with standard successional theory (Fig. 1A, cf. ref. 17), whereas
it remained constant in dry forests (Fig. 1A). In contrast,
Poorter et al. (17) found for a larger set of 50 sites, including
the current 30 sites, that WD decreased over time in dry forests. This is probably because early in dry forest succession,
harsh climatic conditions and strong edaphic and atmospheric
drought select for dense-wooded species with high cavitation
resistance, whereas later in succession, more benign, cool, and
humid understory conditions allow for the establishment of species with lower WD and low cavitation resistance.
LS. LS increased over time in wet forests. In hot, early successional environments, small-sized leaves have as advantage that
they have a small boundary layer, which facilitates latent leaf
loss and avoids overheating (25). During succession, the vegetation builds up, which leads to improved microclimatic conditions and a release on the constraints of LS, while increased
shading and light competition may select for species with larger
leaves that are more efficient in light capture. We did not find
such a successional pattern in dry forest, probably because at
the onset of succession, >90% of the trees avoid dry-season
6 of 12 j PNAS
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heat by being deciduous (Fig. 1E), and 80% of the trees have
compound leaves (Fig. 1F) that already reduce heat load by
having tiny leaflets.
SLA. In general, there was no significant age × CWD interaction
effect on SLA (Fig. 2), although several individual wet and dry
sites did show contrasting patterns. In some of the wet forests
included in this study, SLA significantly decreased over time
(Fig. 1B and Table 2) (15) in line with successional theory.
Early successional acquisitive pioneers have inexpensive, shortlived leaves with a high SLA (31) that increase short-term light
capture and growth potential in a high light environment. Over
time, they are replaced by late successional conservative shadetolerant species with dense, thick, and well-protected leaves
that enhance leaf longevity, carbon gain, and plant survival in
shaded environments (32). In contrast, in some of the driest
forests, SLA significantly increased over time, probably because
during succession, extremely drought-adapted species are
replaced by more competitive species when environmental conditions become more benign (Table 2).
Deciduousness and compoundness. In both dry and wet forests,
two traits showed similar successional pathways (i.e., there was
no significant interaction between age and CWA, Fig. 2). The
proportion of deciduous and compound-leaved trees decreased
over time (Fig. 1 E and G), probably because deciduous and
compound-leaved species are better adapted to drought and
heat. In both forest types, they are replaced by more shadetolerant species (with evergreen and simple leaves) when
microclimatic conditions become more benign. An evergreen
leaf habit is advantageous in benign environments, as it allows
for a longer growing season, while simple leaves allow for the
investment in photosynthetically active leaf lamina rather in
costly rachae (33).
In sum, dry and wet forests show different successional pathways for a number of traits. In dry forests, species turnover
seems to be driven by drought tolerance traits, which are especially important early in succession (i.e., high NF, LNC, and low
SLA), and in wet forests, species turnover is driven by shade
tolerance traits, which are especially important later in succession (i.e., high WD, large leaves, and low SLA).
Drivers of Community Assembly. Community assembly is driven
by a hierarchy of drivers that operate from regional to local
scales. Given the nature of our study (a broad-scale geographic comparison) and the nature of our data (environmental conditions within sites were quantified less precisely), the
regional drivers turned out to be more important. At the
regional scale, climatic water availability clearly had a strong
Poorter et al.
Functional recovery of secondary tropical forests
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Fig. 4. Range of trait values observed within communities versus time since abandonment. (A) WD, (B) SLA, (C) LS, and (D) LNC. The range is calculated
per plot as the trait value of the 90th percentile minus the trait value of the 10th percentile of basal area–weighted trait values in a plot. Each line represents the model prediction for a different chronosequence. Lines and dots are color-coded according to the forest type as dry deciduous forest (orange)
and wet evergreen forest (blue). Dots indicate individual plots. (Insets) The model prediction line for an “average” dry deciduous forest (CWA = 700
mm/y) and an “average” wet evergreen forest (CWA = 250 mm/y). Letters in Inset charts indicate whether forest age since abandonment (A), CWA (W),
and their interaction (A*W) are signiﬁcant.

effect on community functional composition, as it sets an upper
boundary to the length of the growing season and determines
canopy phenology (dry deciduous versus evergreen forests)
and seasonal dynamics in population processes (recruitment,
growth, and survival) and ecosystem processes (34). Across
these Neotropical forests, soil fertility (CEC) had no additional
effect, probably because it is less fundamental for plant survival
compared to water availability or perhaps because it shows substantial heterogeneity at smaller spatial scales that we did not
measure. Other studies do show that small scale soil heterogeneity affects community functional composition (35). At the
landscape scale, forest cover in the surrounding landscape determines the availability of seed sources and dispersal agents and
improves the microclimate. Forest cover was only included in
two trait models, although it was not significant; it tended to
increase LS and tended to reduce the WD range (Figs. 2 and 3).
High forest cover landscapes may have more animal-dispersed
Poorter et al.
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old growth species with larger leaves that can recruit in secondary forests, or these landscapes may reduce heat load and
increase humidity, which facilitates the success of large-leaved
species. A reduced WD range may reflect a lower abundance of
extremely soft-wooded pioneer species in these intact forest
cover landscapes (36). At a local scale, previous land use intensity and its associated disturbances may affect the species that
can regenerate. Pastures had a higher WD than agricultural
fields (Fig. 2A), which can be the result of remnant old growth
trees that were left to provide shade for cattle or the strong filter
imposed by annual burning of pastures, which only allows
resprouting trees to regenerate (37), that tend to have a high
WD. Local studies do show that landscape context and land use
intensity have a strong effect on community assembly (20, 38).
A standardized and detailed quantification of the landscape
context and land use intensity is therefore a priority to improve
future large-scale comparative studies (8).
PNAS j 7 of 12
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Convergence in Trait Values over Time? Across all plots, community trait values of most traits showed a funnel-shaped relationship
with age, with large trait variation early in succession and less trait
variation later in succession leading to a “convergence” of trait
values with age (Fig. 1 and Table 1). This funnel shape is the
result of counteracting community assembly processes that
operate at three different spatial scales; at the plot scale (i.e., a
patch), at the site scale (i.e., a chronosequence), and among
sites. At the plot scale within sites, trait variation actually
increases with age (Figs. 3 and 4), probably because of strong
dispersal limitation and environmental filtering early in succession versus increased competitive interactions and limiting similarity later in succession (23) or because more species with
extreme trait values arrived at the site. At the site scale, visual
inspection of the data suggests that trait variation across plots
within such a landscape tends to decrease over time. This is
probably because early in succession, a combination of dispersal limitation, few species, and strong species dominance
lead to large variation in initial community composition from
place to place, as the few founding species may differ largely in
their trait values. Later in succession, the plots converge in
their trait values, as most species have been able to disperse to
the different plots and because changed environmental conditions select for species with more conservative or acquisitive
trait values depending on CWA. Among sites, trait variation
decreases with age time, probably because strong environmental differences (i.e., drought) lead to striking differences in the
start of succession (Fig. 1), whereas over time, these environmental differences become reduced when forest cover builds
up, and the understory microclimate becomes more benign. As
a result, dry and wet forests differ in their pathway of succession (Fig. 1), leading to a convergence in community trait values over time. Funnel-shaped relationships with age could also
arise from a sampling effect, when an increase in species number may lead to a more central CWM trait value, as the traits
are averaged across many species. We tested for this idea for
WD, but the species sampling effect did not play a role (39).
In sum, community assembly processes at the plot level may
lead to modest trait divergence, whereas community assembly
processes at the landscape scale and continental scale may lead
to stronger trait convergence, leading to the funnel-shape relationship of traits with time (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
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Little Successional Changes for Many Traits and Chronosequences.

A functional trait approach has the potential and appeal to
infer patterns and mechanisms in community assembly (40)
because traits are closely linked to species performance in a
given environment. We studied secondary tropical forest succession after agricultural abandonment, which arguably
presents one of the most ideal systems to study community
assembly because nearly all vegetation is removed, and community assembly starts from nearly scratch, although there are of
course legacies in the soil and the propagule bank. Additionally, community assembly proceeds rapidly in tropical forests,
as, in general, there is a rapid, predictable buildup of vegetation
with concomitant changes in environmental conditions and species composition if soils are not degraded and if sufficient seed
sources are nearby. Although several traits showed clear successional patterns (see section Successional Changes in Community
Traits), out of the 190 evaluated trait–chronosequence relationships, between 60 (for abundance weighting, SI Appendix, Table
S2) and 70% (for basal area weighting, Table 1) of the evaluated trait–chronosequence relationships were not significant,
and successional patterns were less straightforward than we
expected them to be. Several methodological and ecological
reasons may explain this surprising lack of significant results.
First, to infer successional patterns, we used a chronosequence
approach, which uses a space-for-time substitution. This
8 of 12 j PNAS
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approach has as advantage that long time periods can be considered, but it assumes that all plots started under similar conditions. This is not necessarily the case, as initial species composition may vary strongly from place to place because of the
initial founder (i.e., priority) effects of species that can regenerate locally very abundantly. A longitudinal approach in which
plots are monitored over time may therefore reveal stronger
successional trait patterns. Second, we used a species-based
approach to assign functional trait values to a certain stand
rather than measuring traits of individual trees. As traits
respond plastically to environmental conditions, successional
patterns in trait values could have been more clear if we would
have measured trait values for each individual tree in a stand,
which may improve the ability to detect community assembly
mechanisms (22, 41), although measuring traits of each individual tree is logistically challenging. Third, several plots contain
old growth species that were present prior to agriculture use
and have resprouted. As these old growth species have different trait values than pioneers that regenerate from seed, this
may blur successional trends in community trait values, especially so in dry forests where resprouting is a common mode of
regeneration. Fourth, opposite successional pathways for some
traits in dry and wet forest (e.g., a significant increase in trait
values in dry forest and a decrease in wet forest) means per
definition that at intermediate rainfall conditions, there are little successional changes. Fifth, leaf traits show less frequently
significant successional change than expected, ranging from 23
to 43% of the evaluated cases (Table 1). This is surprising,
given that SLA and LNC are thought to play a pivotal role in
global plant strategies (42) and shade tolerance (32) and given
the widespread belief that leaf traits should drive succession, as
they are important for light capture and carbon gain in dense
stands with competing plants. Perhaps leaf traits show little successional change because 1) SLA is important for seedlings but
less important for the carbon gain and growth of large trees
(43), which weight strongly in our CWM calculations; 2) the
role of traits in light competition may be more pronounced at
the tree level at which competition occurs rather than at the
stand level that we evaluated here; 3) we did not account for
light-dependent acclimation, which can especially be strong for
SLA; 4) organ-level traits such as leaf traits may respond less to
succession than integrative traits that reflect the strategy of the
whole individual and that can be the result of various combinations of traits (44); and 5) succession may be more driven by
other factors than light, such as soil fertility, drought, pests,
pathogens, dispersal limitation, or chance (45).
Trait Ranges. We hypothesized that harsh environmental conditions early in succession filter for communities with a narrow
range of trait values, whereas benign conditions later in succession allow for a wider range of possible trait values. Additionally, the accumulation of new species over time (46) may also
increase the likelihood to include a larger diversity and range
of trait values. We indeed found that, for most sites, withincommunity variation in individual traits increased with age
(Fig. 4) and that forest age had a significant positive effect on
trait ranges (Fig. 3). In sum, increased trait variation with forest
age may be caused by 1) less stringent environmental filtering,
2) larger diversity over time because of competitive interactions
and limiting similarity (23), 3) a wider range of niche opportunities in a structurally more complex vegetation (47), and 4)
species accumulation over time (because of dispersal limitation)
with some species having different trait values. We hypothesized that wetter forests would have a wider trait range than
drier forests because they have more benign macroclimatic conditions, a taller canopy, a steeper light gradient, and more species, which together allow for a greater leaf trait diversity and
more extreme trait values. This was only confirmed for LS (Fig.
Poorter et al.
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Consequences for Ecosystem Functioning. During succession, forests can recover rapidly in biomass (48) and ecosystem functioning, with stocks and fluxes of carbon and nutrients increasing
when biomass builds up (49). Although biomass is the strongest
driver, successional shifts in trait values may also have large
impacts on ecosystem functioning. In dry forests, the proportion
of nitrogen fixers, deciduous and compound species, and the
LNC decrease with forest age (Fig. 1). This may slow down carbon and nutrient cycling because of slower symbiotic N fixation
and slower decomposition of tough, evergreen, nutrient-poor litter (50). In wet forests, an increase in WD and LS increase with
forest age, and deciduous and compound species decrease with
forest age, which may slow down biogeochemical cycling, as high
WD stems are longer lived and more difficult to decompose; it
may also increase carbon stocks. In both forests, the negative
effect of community trait changes may therefore partly offset the
positive effects of increased aboveground biomass on biogeochemical cycling. Increased trait variation during succession in
both dry and wet forests (Fig. 4) may reflect an increase in niche
complementarity, which may lead to more efficient resource use
and higher community-level productivity (51). Increased trait
variation may also buffer ecosystem functioning to environmental change and enhance ecosystem resilience (52).
Implications for Restoration. Forest restoration efforts should
ideally rely on natural regeneration, as this is economically and
ecologically most efficient, with the highest gains for biodiversity, ecosystem functioning, and ecosystem services (4, 53).
When unassisted natural regeneration is not possible because
of a lack of seed propagules, a deteriorated microclimate, or
degraded soils condition, then restoration efforts should rely on
assisted natural regeneration or on active restoration based on
tree plantings. Tree plantings that use mixes of pioneer and late
successional species have been successful in kick starting succession and creating an environment that favors natural regeneration of later successional species (54). The species selected
for these mixes should meet multiple social, economic, and ecological criteria but at least be able to survive and thrive under
the local environmental conditions, as our results indicate that
the start and pathway of secondary succession vary strongly
with macroclimatic conditions. Based on our results, we propose a science-based framework for species selection for restoration in which functional traits can be used as simple and
straightforward proxies to select appropriate species (cf. ref.
55). First, this means that early successional species selected for
the initial vegetation layer in drier forests (precipitation <1,500
mm/y) should be drought tolerant and possess (a combination
of) traits such as high WD, deciduous leaf habit, compound
leaves, high LNC, and low SLA. In wetter forests, species
should be fast growing and possess the opposite suite of trait
values as in drier forests (Figs. 1 and 2). In both drier and wetter forests, it is beneficial to plant NF species (cf. ref. 30 but
refer to ref. 56) (Fig. 1G). Second, later successional species
selected for the secondary layer should have contrasting values
in WD, compoundness, and SLA compared to the early successional species selected for the initial layer. This means that in
drier forests, these late successional species should have low
WD, high SLA, and often simple leaves, whereas in wetter forest it is the other way around (Fig. 1 A, B, and F). Third, young
secondary forests display a large range in trait values. For
example, in 20-y-old forest plots, coexisting species show an
average range of 0.3 g  cm3 in WD, 50 cm2  g1 in SLA,
0.7% in leaf nitrogen, and an order of magnitude in LS (Fig.
Poorter et al.
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4). This natural trait range can be used as an indicator to select
a mix of species that differ sufficiently in their trait values.
Conclusions. We have advanced forest successional theory by synthesizing continental-scale patterns in succession using a functional trait approach. Dry and wet forest communities have
opposite suites of traits reflecting a trade-off between 1) conservative trait values that increase drought avoidance, delay, and
tolerance in seasonally dry environments and 2) acquisitive trait
values that increase growth rates in wet environments. Dry and
wet forests show different successional pathways for a number of
traits; in dry forests, succession is driven by drought tolerance
traits, whereas in wet forests, it is driven by shade tolerance
traits. These results have large implications for our understanding of succession and for active forest restoration strategies.

Materials and Methods
The methods are partly derived and modiﬁed from Rozendaal et al. (46) and
Poorter et al. (17).
Study Sites. We compiled chronosequence data for 30 Neotropical lowland
forest sites (48) covering the entire latitudinal gradient in the Neotropics (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S1). We focused on the Neotropics, that is, tropical
South America and Mesoamerica, because 1) shifting cultivation is an important land use type there, 2) the region has a relatively shared biogeographic
history, thus reducing confounding historical effects, and 3) many chronosequence studies have been established in the area. Annual rainfall varied from
750 to 4,000 mm  y1 across sites, topsoil CEC from 4.9 to 64.6 cmol(+)  kg1,
and percent forest cover in the landscape matrix ranged from 23 to 100% (SI
Appendix, Table S1).
Plots. On average, 34 plots (range 5 to 274) were established per chronosequence, with the age of the youngest plot ranging from 0 to 20 y in time since
abandonment. The age range covered by chronosequence plots varied from
12 to 80 y across sites (SI Appendix, Table S1), and plot sizes ranged from 0.01
to 1 ha, with an average of 0.1 ha across all plots. Per site, plots were of the
same size. For trees, palms, and shrubs, all stems ≥5 cm stem diameter at
breast height (dbh) were measured for dbh and identiﬁed to species, except
for six sites in which minimum dbh was 10 cm. Across chronosequences, on
average, 94.5% of stems were identiﬁed to species (range 71 to 100%) and
99.5% (range 94 to 100%) to family, genus, or morphospecies.
Traits. We focused on seven key traits that are important both as response
traits (indicating how communities are assembled during succession, SI
Appendix, Table S2) and as effect traits (determining how ecosystems function
in terms of carbon, water, and nutrient stocks and cycling).
SLA (in centimeters2  gram1) is the leaf area per unit leaf dry mass. It indicates the biomass efﬁciency of leaf display for light capture. Higher SLA species tend to have shorter leaf lifespan. SLA reﬂects therefore a trade-off
between efﬁcient leaf area deployment versus a long duration of the photosynthetic revenues from the leaf. LNC (in %) is the nitrogen mass per unit leaf
dry mass and is inversely related to leaf lifespan. It reﬂects therefore a tradeoff between species with low nitrogen concentration that conserve nutrients,
and species with high nitrogen concentrations have high photosynthetic
capacity and carbon gain. LS (in centimeters2) is the vertically projected lamina
of the leaf. It reﬂects a trade-off between the ability to dissipate heat and,
hence, reduce transpiration in small-leaved species versus efﬁcient light capture and outshading of competing neighbors for large-leaved species. Leaf
compoundness indicates whether leaves consist of several leaﬂets (pinnate,
bipinnate, or palmately compound). It reﬂects a trade-off between cheaper
construction costs for simple leaves versus the ability to dissipate heat, close
leaﬂets, have more gradual leaﬂet abscission, and reduce water loss for
compound-leaved species. Leaf deciduousness indicates whether species have
a partially or completely leaﬂess crown for at least several weeks in the dry
season. It indicates a trade-off between avoidance of dry-season drought
stress in deciduous species versus a longer, year-round growing season for
evergreen species. WD (in g  cm3) is the wood dry mass divided by the wood
green volume. It reﬂects a trade-off between fast volumetric growth of softwooded species and high survival because of resistance against biophysical
hazards and drought in dense-wooded species. We also evaluated whether a
tree species has the potential to ﬁx atmospheric nitrogen using the literature,
as N is often a limiting factor in degraded soils of abandoned agricultural
ﬁelds. This does not necessarily mean that nitrogen ﬁxation occurs at
PNAS j 9 of 12
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3C). WD range increased more strongly with age for wetter forests (Fig. 3A), probably dense-wooded, shade-tolerant species
established below the canopy of soft-wooded pioneer species,
thus expanding the WD range.

substantial rates, as nitrogen ﬁxation is an energetically costly process, and it
can be down-regulated under shaded conditions (30). Many of these traits are
(loosely) associated in plant syndromes or plant strategies in which high values
of SLA, LNC, LS, and simple evergreen leaves and soft wood are associated
with high resource acquisition and fast growth and returns on investment,
whereas the opposite trait values are associated with resource conservation
and persistence (19).
Successional patterns in WD and nitrogen ﬁxers have been analyzed before
for a larger number of sites (17, 29), but they have been included here to provide a completer overview of trait responses to evaluate whether successional
patterns in leaf traits mirror those of a stem trait and to check whether the
same successional patterns reported before hold for our subset of 30 sites for
which most of the seven traits were available.
Species-speciﬁc trait data were collected for 28 sites (SI Appendix, Table S1)
(57) and for two sites from nearby areas. Trait measurements could differ
between sites, as traits were initially collected with different objectives. Some
sites collected leaf trait data (i.e., LS and SLA) based on the whole leaf,
whereas others did so for the smallest functional leaf unit (the whole leaf for
simple-leaved species but the leaﬂet in case of compound-leaved species). To
be able to compare the SLA of different sites, we used for the latter sites a
regression equation to convert the SLA of leaﬂets of compound-leaved species
to whole-leaf SLA based on three datasets for which SLA was measured in
both ways; SLA_leaf = 67.76755 + 0.40535 × SLA of the functional unit
(adjusted R2 = 0.59, P < 0.0001). Some sites included the petiole in the SLA calculations, whereas others excluded them. For LS comparisons, we only
included those sites that had measured the size of whole leaves. Different
methods may lead to differences in the intercepts between studies, but they
have little effect on the successional pattern detected within a site.
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Community Functional Composition. For each plot, we calculated community
functional composition based on species-speciﬁc trait values. Traits can be
plastic and respond to environmental gradients. To take trait acclimation and
adaptation to local site conditions into account, trait data were locally collected at each site with the exception of Salvatierra and San Lorenzo for which
traits from nearby sites were used. Because trait data were collected at the
site level and not at the plot level, plasticity in response to successional stage
could not be accounted for. In general, within-species plasticity in WD is small
(coefﬁcient of variation of 5 to 9%), whereas the plasticity for LNC (8 to 19%)
and SLA (8 to 16%) are larger, and for LS, it is largest (17 to 36%) (58). Successional changes in community trait values as reported here are therefore only
due to species turnover and not due to plasticity.
Species-speciﬁc WD data were collected for 30 sites. When some local species data were not available, we used the average local site data at genus or
family level, as WD values of tropical trees are strongly phylogenetically conserved (59).
For each plot, we calculated CWM trait values in two ways: based on
species-level trait values weighed by 1) the proportional basal area or 2) the
proportional abundance of the species in the plot. Weighing by basal area
reﬂects the dominance and hence, ecological success of species during community assembly. It also informs about ecosystem functioning because basal
area scales closely with total leaf area and with water transport capacity of
trees and therefore with the effects that trees have on ecosystem functioning.
Weighing by abundance provides additional information on community
assembly, as stems of small understory species and tall canopy species weigh
equally in the analysis, thus excluding the effect of stem size and dominance.
Because of its log-normal distribution, species-speciﬁc LS was log10-transformed, after which the CWM was calculated. To describe trait variation in
each community, we calculated for each plot trait ranges based on 100 trait
values for which each single trait value corresponds to the species trait value
associated with 1% of the plot basal area. The trait range was calculated as
the difference between the 10th and the 90th percentiles of these 100 values.
For stem density, we used the same approach. For a description of annual rainfall (millimeters  year1), CWA (in millimeters  year1, also referred to as climatic water deﬁcit), and CEC (in centimoles(+)  kilogram1), refer to SI
Appendix, SI Methods Environmental Conditions.
Statistical Analyses. Successional changes in functional composition were
assessed for each chronosequence using secondary forest plots only. To assess
site-speciﬁc changes in functional composition, we related for each trait the
functional properties of the plot (CWM traits) to forest age since abandonment using linear regressions (Table 2). Age since abandonment was

ln-transformed prior to analysis because forest structure, environmental conditions, and species composition typically change nonlinearly over time with
rapid initial changes and slow changes afterward. The regression slope
indicates direction and pace of functional change during succession. We used
the site-speciﬁc regression equations to predict CWM trait values at 5 y,
reﬂecting the early successional community that is ﬁltered out by the
macroenvironment.
To assess how different factors affect CWM trait values and trait ranges, we
use linear mixed-effects models. Because there are many predictor variables
and a relatively limited dataset of 30 sites, we started with a core model to test
our main research question of whether successional pathways of community
functional properties differ between wet and dry forests. The core model
included forest age, CWA, and their interaction as ﬁxed effects and a random
intercept and slope for ln(age) per site. We compared this core model with a
range of other models that additionally included various combinations of soil
CEC (an indicator of soil fertility), surrounding forest cover, previous land use,
the interaction between forest age and forest cover, and the interaction
between forest age and previous land use. Previous land use consisted of pasture (PA), shifting agriculture (SA), or a combination of these (SA+PA). PA was
used as a reference value. Continuous predictors were standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the SD to be able to compare effect sizes.
Models were compared using Akaike’s information criterion adjusted for small
sample sizes (AICc). From the best models, thus the model with the lowest AICc
and models within two AICc units from that model, which we regarded as
equally supported, we selected the most parsimonious model (i.e., the model
with the lowest number of predictor variables). To visualize how dry and wet
forests differ in successional changes in community functional properties, we
used the obtained model equations to make prediction lines of trait values
against forest age for an “average” wet forest (CWA = 250 mm/yr) and an
“average” dry forest (CWA = 700 mm/yr). These reference values of CWA are
close to the average values, and the midpoint of CWA range for our 15 seasonally dry forests and 15 evergreen wet forests. (SI Appendix, Table S1). To test
whether, across all sites, community trait values show funnel-shaped relationships with time, we did for each trait a quantile regression to estimate the
slope for the 10th and 90th percentile (Table 1). Traits do show a funnel shape
if both slopes have a signiﬁcant but opposite sign or if one of the slopes is signiﬁcantly positive or negative, and the other slope does not statistically differ
from 0. All analyses were performed in R 3.3.2. Community-weighted mean
trait values were calculated using the Functional Diversity package (60).
Data Availability. CWM trait data and trait range data of each plot have been
deposited in the Data Archiving and Networked Services repository (https://
doi.org/10.17026/dans-zz5-hf3s).
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